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1 Keep your design simple

Cut  everything ate once
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You don't want to do any fancy techniques or elements

All your layers, ribbon, die cutting etc. 
Make sure you are using good scissors 
and blades in your cutting system

Do all your stamping at once
Do all your stamping at one time.  This really 
speeds up the process.

Check your supplies!
You do not want to get half way through your project 
to find out you don't have enough supples.
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Do all your embossing or any special 
design elements at one time
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Cut all your layers at once and then emboss them all 
at one time
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7
Start with the base and start layering your card front.
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Any special layers can be done at one time. On 
this card, I would layer the side panels at one 
time

Do any special layering at one time

Do all your assembly at once

Tips
1. Make sure you have your design done before you start.  I always do 
one card first to see how I like it.  Make sure when you are mass 
producing you keep it simple.  You don't want to do any fussy cutting, 
and I prefer not to do any fancy techniques.  I little embossing would be 
okay, if you are not doing that many cards. 
 
2. Make sure you plan ahead.  Checking your supplies is so important! 
 
3.Doing everything at once is a huge time saver.  When I mass produce I 
cut all of one element at once.  I measure my ribbon and then cut it all at 
one time.  I cut my card stock layers all at once as well.  Starting with my 
base and then do the 2nd layer, and then the 3rd. I emboss any layers all 
at one time.  I think you get the picture! 
 
4.I do all my stamping last.  For this card, I stamped the sentiment on all 
the whisper white, and then layered them on the berry burst.
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